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ABSTRACT 
In a recent paper by J. M. Varah, an upper bound for J/A - ‘11 m was determined, 
under the assumption that A is strictly diagonally dominant, and this bound was then 
used to obtain a lower bound for the smallest singular value for A. In this note, this 
upper bound for IIA-‘llrn is sharpened, and extended to a wider class of matrices. 
This bound is then used to obtain an improved lower bound for the smallest singular 
value of a matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper, Varah [5] established 
THEOREM A. Assume that A = [ai,J EC”,” is strictly diagonally 
dominant (cf. [6, p. 23]), and set 
Then 
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THEOREM B. Assume that A= [u,,~] EC”*” and AT are both strictly 
diagonally dominant, and set 
Then, the smullest singular value, u,,(A), of A satisfies 
]jA-‘(J,l=u,(A) >e . (2) 
Our interest here is in both generalizing Theorems A and B, and 
considering when equality is possible in (1) and (2). It should be remarked 
here that Theorem A is known in the literature, and can be traced explicitly 
back at least to Ahlberg and Nilson [l, p. 961. 
In the case that u,,~ = 1 for all 1 < i < n, so that A can be expressed as 
A : = Z - Z3, Eq. (1) of Theorem A becomes the classical result: 
We first introduce some notation. Let n be a positive integer with n > 2, 
and set N:= (1, 2,..., n}, and Ni:=N\{i} for any iEN. Let C”*” (W”) 
denote the collection of all nX n complex (real) matrices A=[@, and let 
R’J+ denote the collection of all real column vectors v = [vi, va, . . . , vJT with 
vi > 0 for all i E N. Denoting by b+ the interior of R”,, we write u >0 for 
u E fi:. Next, given any A = [Q] EC”,“, define m(A) = [Q] E R”,” by 
and define the 
where as usual 
ai,i= J”i,il; CI~,~= -(aj,il, i#j; i,jEN, 
possibly empty set ZJ, c k+ by 
U,: ={zr>O:m(A)u>Oand l(~l(~=l}, 
Ilvll,:=max{lvli:i~N}. 
(3) 
(4) 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
Given any A = [a,, i] E C”,“, then A is defined [4] to be a nonsingular 
H-matrix if ml(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix, i.e., if YX(A) is nonsingular and 
all entries of [a(A)]-’ are nonnegative. Further, of the many known 
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characterizations (cf. [2, 3, 71) f o a nonsingular M-matrix, one states that 
‘93?(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix if and only if the set U,, as defined in (4), is 
nonempty, so that the following statements are all equivalent: 
A is a nonsingular H-matrix; 
Zm(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix; 
U, is nonempty. 
(5) 
Thus, assuming that A is a nonsingular H-matrix implies from (4) and (5) that 
.L f”) ’ = f$E { (m2(A)*u)i} >O for any uE U,. 69 
It is readily seen that fA is continuous on the set U,, and that fA can be 
extended continuously on is,, the closure of U,. However, fA necessarily 
vanishes on au,, the boundary of V,, so that 
O<max{fA(u):uEUA)=fA(;l) for some iE U,. 
As we shall see, i will be explicitly given in (11). 
This brings us to 
LEMMA 1. If A = [ ai, J EC”*” is a nonsingular H-matrix, then 
IF-‘IL ( 
1 
max{ f*(u):uE DA} ’ 
(7) 
Proof. For any uE U,, it follows from (3) and (4) that 
Iai,ilui- ,zN lai,jluj>O~ iEN. 
With D: =diag [u,,u,,..., u,J, the above inequalities imply simply that 
A.D= [a++] is strictly diagonally dominant. It therefore follows from 
Theorem A that 
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Next, write A -l: = [ci,J. Then, as is known, //(AD)-‘II, is given by 
IID-lA-lllco= max 
iEN 
But 
max 
iEN 
= IIA %, 
the last relation following from the normalization in (4). Combining the 
above inequalities then gives 
llA-lllm+q for any uE U,. 
Then with the above-mentioned properties of fA, it follows that minimizing 
the right side of the above inequality over uA yields the desired result of (7). 
n 
Note that if A = [ui,J E P” is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix, then 
by definition l: =[l, l,..., l]r E U,, and also A is a nonsingular H-matrix 
from (5). Thus, we see that Theorem A is a special case of Lemma 1. 
Next, note that the result of Lemma 1 applies equally well to every 
matrix in the set 52, of matrices equimodular to A = [Q]: 
a*: ={B=[~i,i]EC”~“:(bi,i(=lui,il,i,iEN}, (8) 
i.e., 
IIB % < 
1 
max{fA(u):uEDA} 
for any B EQ~, 
whence 
SU~{]]B-‘]],:BES~~}< 
1 
max{fA(u):uEOA} ’ 
(9) 
Note that !?Jl(A) is by definition an element of Q2,. 
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It is now natural to ask if equality holds throughout (9). That this is so is 
proved in 
THEOREM 1. If A = [qi] EC’- is a nonsingular H-matrix, then 
sup{lIB-‘ll,:~~~,}=II[~(A)]-‘II,= 
1 
max{ fA(u):uE CJ} 
. (10) 
Proof. The hypothesis implies [cf. (5)] that 1)32(A) is a nonsingular 
M-matrix. Hence, with {: = [I, I,. . . , l]', define iI by 
& = II~c41-‘s 
II [m(A)1 %x, ’ 
(11) 
Since m(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix, it is known (cf. [4]) that [!lR(A)]-’ has 
only nonnegative entries, whence G > 0. Moreover, as ‘ZQ(A)*<= I/ 
]][%R(A)]-l{]], >0, we know that i is an element of U,. Hence, from the 
definition in (6), we deduce that 
f*(G)= l 1 
Il[~(A)]-'Sll, = Il[~;m(4l-'ll, ' 
On the other hand, we know from (9) that 
lI[~i~)]-‘II,~~~~{ll~-‘l/,~~~~,)~ 
1 
max{ f*(u):UEUA} ( fA;;i ’ 
whence, with the previous equality, the desired result of (10) follows. N 
Of course, the same analysis applies directly to A ‘, since A is a 
nonsingular H-matrix if and only if AT is. Thus, since IJAJJ,= IIATII,, we 
have as an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 the following 
COROLLARY 1. Zf A=[u&C”*” is a nonsingukw H-matrix, then 
sup{ IIB -‘ll1:B ~a,} =ll[~(A)]-‘II,= 
1 
max{ fAT(u):uEG__al} 
* (12) 
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We now consider an application of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 to a 
generalization of Theorem B. Given any A = [Q] E C”,“, its smallest singular 
value, u,(A), can be defined by u,(A): =(]]A-‘]]a)-‘. Since, for any BE 
C”+, IIN% II~II,~Il%~ we directly have from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 
the following generalization of Theorem B: 
THEOREM 2. Zf A = [u,,J EC”.” is a nonsingular H-matrix, then 
W4WfA’W2 for any UE U,, any vEU,r. (13) 
3. REMARKS 
We remark that the second inequality of (13) cannot in general be 
replaced by equality, as the next simple example shows. Consider 
A=QJ?(A)= ; -; , 
[ 1 
which is a nonsingular M-matrix. In this case, 
ll[YJQ)]-‘II,=;; ll[~(A)1-‘llm=$; 
= lb el.7321. 
We finally remark that Varah [5] gi ves block diagonally dominant exten- 
sions of Theorems A and B. Similar extensions of Lemma 1, Theorem 1, and 
Theorem 2 are also possible, but the analogous case of equality, as consid- 
ered in (10) of Theorem 1, remains an open question for the block parti- 
tioned case. 
The author is inokbted to Professor Carl de Boor for a clever observation 
which improved this note. 
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